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Modelling Automobile Driver’s Toll-Lane Choice Behaviour
at a Toll Plaza
Avinash Dubedi 1 , Partha Chakroborty 2 , Debasis Kundu3 and K. Harikishan
Reddy4
Abstract
A toll-lane selection process at a toll plaza can be looked at as an outcome of
the choice processes of individual drivers. In this paper an attempt is made to
develop a random utility based discrete multinomial choice model for the behaviour of automobile drivers while selecting toll-lanes at a toll plaza. Specifically, a multinomial Logit model is developed and calibrated using disaggregate
level choice data from three toll plazas with different geometry and rates of arrival of vehicles. The calibrated Logit models from the different sites when
statistically compared show that a generic model, applicable to all the sites,
is possible. Such a generic model is also developed. The use of the proposed
model can improve the analysis of traffic flow at toll plazas and ultimately lead
to more effective designs of these facilities.
Keyword: Toll Plaza, Discrete Multinomial Choice Model, Multinomial Logit
Model.

Introduction
A toll plaza is a structure built on a highway where a vehicle has to pay toll. A
vehicle has to either stop or slow down to make the payment. The toll plazas are
generally on expressways built to allow uninterrupted and high speed traffic flow. Yet,
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by their very design, the toll plazas create interruptions to the flow and are potential
bottlenecks. Although over the years different technologies have helped reduce the
interruptions that toll plazas cause, there are still a large number of toll plazas around
the world where vehicles need to stop and often queue in order to pay toll.
The importance of properly designing toll plazas cannot be overstated. If underdesigned or improperly designed, these facilities can act as major bottlenecks. Understanding of the queueing process at toll plazas is essential to the effective design
of a toll plaza. The queueing process at a toll plaza, among other things, is impacted
by how an approaching driver chooses a toll-booth lane (or simply, a toll-lane) from
among the many available to him/her at the plaza. Unfortunately, despite the obvious importance of studying the choice process of drivers at toll plazas, not much
effort has been spent in collecting real-world data on and modelling of the toll-lane
choice process. This paper makes an attempt to fill this gap.
The selection of a toll-lane by a driver, it is assumed, is an outcome of a choice
process where an individual evaluates the alternatives (or toll-lanes) and then selects
one based on some criteria. Given this assumption, the paper attempts to develop
a random utility based discrete multinomial choice model for the choice behaviour
of drivers approaching a toll plaza. For this purpose extensive data on vehicles’ (or
drivers’) choices at different toll plazas are collected. First, these revealed preference
data are used to arrive at multinomial Logit models of the choice behaviour at toll
plazas with many toll-lanes. The maximum likelihood technique (MLE) is used to
estimate the scaled parameters of the Logit models.
Next, the estimated parameters for different sites are statistically compared using
the technique proposed by Swait and Louvierre (1994). This is done to see whether
the data can be combined (after appropriate scaling, where required) so that a generic
Logit model, applicable to all the sites, can be developed. Indeed, such a model could
be developed and has been developed in this paper. The paper also proposes two
procedures through which calibrated Logit models can be evaluated.
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Literature Review and Motivation
The toll-lane choice behaviour of drivers at toll plazas has a direct bearing on the
queueing process at the plaza and hence (i) on the design of toll plazas and (ii) on
devising efficient operating strategies. Yet, an extensive search of the literature did
not yield any rigorous study which tries to develop a model of the toll-lane choice
behaviour of drivers at toll plazas from real world observations. In fact, one of the
most recent studies on lane selection at toll plazas (Mudigonada et al. 2009) suggests
that one should try and develop a Probit or Logit model of toll-lane choice behaviour
based on detailed data.
Some authors like Mudigonada et al. (2009) and Gulewicz and Danko (1994),
while not attempting to develop a choice model based on observations, have used
some observed data to underline the habits of drivers while making toll-lane choices
at toll plazas. For example, Gulewicz and Danko (1994) states that drivers have
affinity towards toll-lanes or booths of lower queue length and those which require
lower number of lane changes (from the approach lane).
Other papers on toll plaza design, while simulating traffic through a toll plaza,
use ad hoc rules as models of the toll-lane choice process. For example, Zarrillo and
Radwan (2009) points out that SHAKER (a model to study queueing process at
toll plazas) gives the analyst an option to choose one driver type from four possible
types while simulating traffic through a toll plaza. These types are defined based
on how a driver will behave while approaching a toll plaza. Drivers can be of the
type who choose a toll-lane which has the smallest queue length in terms of number
of vehicles or in terms of length units, and so on. The Toll Plaza Simulation model
developed by Lin and Su (1994) assumes that drivers select a toll-lane which has the
shortest equivalent queue length. This equivalent queue length is defined by Lin and
Su (1994) as the actual queue length plus a quantity which depends on the number of
lane changes required to reach that particular toll-lane and the type of booth (based
on the mode of payment and type of vehicles served). In a later paper, Lin (2001)
3

while referring to, what seems like the same simulation model as in Lin and Su (1994),
mentions the use of “utility functions to measure the relative desirability of available
toll lanes.” Although Lin indicates that these are functions of number of lane changes
and queue length, Lin does not give any further details; neither the functional forms
nor the process of obtaining them are presented.
Astarita et al. (2001) assumes that drivers choose a toll-lane by evaluating each
lane by the number of vehicles queued in that lane and the number of vehicles the
driver expects will join that lane before he/she does. Ozbay et al. (2005) assumes
that the drivers select a toll-lane with the shortest queue length and the selection also
depends on the directions from which they enter and exit the freeway. Correa et al.
(2004) assumes that drivers choose the toll-lane with shortest queue length. Others
like Junga (1990) and Al Deek et al. (2000) propose other kinds of ad hoc rules as
models of the toll-lane choice process.
From the review of the literature three points emerge (i) in order to study and
design toll plazas, one needs to have a model of the driver’s toll-lane choice behaviour,
(ii) queue length (in terms of vehicles and length) and number of lane changes are
amongst the most important factors that impact toll-lane choice behaviour, and (iii)
there are no models of driver’s toll-lane choice behaviour based on real-world observations of the choice process. The motivation of this paper is to fill this void by
developing a multinomial Logit model of the toll-lane choice behaviour of drivers
based on a rigorous analysis of real-world data on the behaviour of drivers approaching a toll plaza. It is believed that such a model will help in developing a more realistic
queueing model for the toll plaza and ulimately lead to a better understanding of the
flow process at a plaza. This improved understanding will lead to better design of
toll plazas and their operating strategies.
The scope of the paper includes (i) collecting data at multiple toll plazas on
how drivers choose toll-lanes, (ii) studying the data in order to determine what are
the important factors which seem to impact this behaviour and (iii) developing a
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discrete multinomial choice model, specifically, a multinomial Logit model, to describe
the choice behaviour. This paper, however, restricts itself to studying the choice
behaviour of only automobile drivers.
In the next section, a discussion on the Logit model, its calibration and other associated statistical operations are presented. The section also introduces the notation
used in this paper.

Multinomial Logit Model
The probability that individual (or driver) n selects alternative (i.e., toll-lane) i, Pni
is given by the multinomial Logit model as,
 
Vni
exp
θ


Pni = X
Vnj
exp
θ
∀j

(1)

where, Vni is the systematic utility derived from alternative i by individual n and
the random part of the utility is distributed as the Gumbel distribution with scale
parameter, θ. Note that, in this analysis, the number of alternatives in the choice set
(i.e., number of toll-lanes available to an approaching driver) is not restricted to two
and can be any value greater than or equal to two.
Vni is a function of attributes which the analyst uses to represent an alternative’s
utility to an individual; it is assumed to be deterministic. This paper, in keeping with
the general practice, assumes Vni as a function linear in parameters. Further, Vni is
not alternative (or toll-lane) specific since it is assumed that a driver evaluates every
toll-lane using the same yardstick. Later, in the section titled “Data Analysis,” this
assumption is also corroborated using the collected data. It may be noted that under
this assumption, the constant term can be omitted from Vni specifications without
any loss of generality. In other words, under such an assumption, the constant term
is not required to be used. This is so because, under the present assumption, the
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constant term has no impact on Pni . Here, Vni is written as,
Vni = β ⋆T Xni

(2)

where, Xni is a vector of variables or attributes which are used to represent the utility
derived by individual n from alternative (or toll-lane) i and β ⋆ is a vector of parameters which represent the effect of each variable or attribute on Vni irrespective of
the alternative. Using MLE and data on the choices and the corresponding attribute
values one can estimate the scaled parameter β = (1/θ)β ⋆ . The significance of the
estimated parameters can be tested using the standard t-test. Further, different models for Vni (when fitted to the same data set) can be compared using the Mcfadden’s
pseudo ρ2 statistic (referred here as ρ2Mp ), given as
ρ2Mp = 1 −

LL(β̂)
LL(0)

(3)

where, LL(β̂) is the value of log likelihood function at the estimated parameters
and LL(0) is the value of log likelihood function when the parameters are taken as
zeros. For a detailed discussion on Logit models and its calibration one may refer to
Ben Akiva and Lerman (1985), Cascetta (2001), Train (2002), or Washington et al.
(2011).
Often data on the choice process is obtained from different sources. In such cases
it becomes important to test whether the Logit model parameters obtained from
different data sets are statistically different. Such an analysis can help one obtain
parameter estimates which are more generic and applicable for a wide variety of data
sources. In order to test whether the parameters of the Logit model estimated from
different data sets are statistically different the procedure developed by Swait and
Louvierre (1994) is used. The procedure is briefly described here.
Comparing the parameters estimated from two different data sets, say, s1 and s2
implies testing the following null hypothesis
H0 : βs1 = βs2 and θs1 = θs2
6

(4)

where, si represents the data set and β and θ are as described earlier. This null
hypothesis is tested by testing the following two sub-hypothesis sequentially.
H0A : βs1 = βs2 = βA

(5)

and, H0B : θs1 = θs2 = θ

(6)

Notice, if one fails to reject both the sub-hypotheses then H0 cannot be rejected.
Initially H0A is tested by assuming that the scale parameters of the two data sets are
different. The test proceeds by combining the two data sets into one by appropriately
scaling one of the data sets to nullify the impact of the scale parameter. As both
the scale parameters cannot be estimated simultaneously, one of the scale parameters
(say, θs1 ) is assumed to be unity and the other scale parameter (θs2 ) is assumed to be
a relative scale parameter.
By maximizing the Log likelihood (LL) function for the combined data set one gets
the maximum likelihood estimates of θs2 and βA . In order to determine the validity of
H0A one uses the standard likelihood ratio test (see, for example, Swait and Louviere,
1994; Ben Akiva and Lerman, 1985). In this case, if LL1 , LL2 , and LLH0A are the
maximum LL function values while estimating the parameters using data set s1, data
set s2 and the combined data set, respectively, the statistic is given as
λA = −2[LLH0A − (LL1 + LL2 )]

(7)

If H0A is rejected, by implication H0 is rejected. If, however, one fails to reject H0A ,
one proceeds to test H0B by combining the data sets assuming θs2 = θs1 (note that
θs1 is assumed to be unity). Next the parameters are estimated using the combined
data set and maximum LL value, LLH0B is noted. As before, this LL function value
is compared with the case where the assumed restriction of H0B is not imposed using
the likelihood ratio test. In this case, the statistic is given as
λB = −2[LLH0B − LLH0A ]

(8)

If H0B is rejected, H0 is also rejected; otherwise H0 is not rejected. If one fails to
reject H0 then one can combine the data sets (without scaling) and estimate the
7

parameters. These estimates take into account the information from both the data
sets and therefore are, in some sense, more generic. Further, these estimates could
be thought of as estimates of the true parameter since the scale parameters can be
assumed to be unity.

Experiment Methodology
Based on the review of the literature and the initial observations at toll plazas the
following data are thought to be relevant for the purposes of obtaining a reasonable
model of the choice process of drivers:
• the toll-lane (or toll-booth-lane) a driver finally chooses,
• the queue lengths at all the toll-lanes when the driver is about 150 m away
from the plaza (the distance of 150 m was decided based on observations which
suggested that drivers tend to choose a toll-lane when they are about 100 m to
200 m from the plaza),
• the number of heavy vehicles in the queues when the driver is about 150 m away
from the plaza,
• the approximate lateral location of the driver (vehicle) when the vehicle is about
150 m away from the plaza; lateral location means the position of a vehicle along
the transverse direction of the road, and
• the type of vehicle being driven by the driver.
At every site multiple video cameras are used to record the movement of vehicles.
From the video recordings data on the five aspects mentioned earlier are extracted
and recorded in data sheets as values of variables V Tn , CBn , ALn , qni , hvni and lni ;
where,
V Tn is the vehicle-type of the nth vehicle,
CBn is the toll-lane vehicle (driver) n chooses,
8

ALn is the approach lane of the nth vehicle (the lateral location of an approaching
vehicle about 150 m upstream of the toll booth is noted in terms of a discrete variable
indicating the location; this discrete variable is referred to as approach lane),
qni is the queue length on toll-lane i when vehicle n is about 150 m away from the
toll plaza,
hvni is the number of heavy vehicles on toll-lane i when vehicle n is about 150 m
away from the toll plaza, and
lni is the number of lanes vehicle n will have to cross to reach CBn from ALn (the
difference between ALn and CBn gives lni ).
It may be noted that ALn records the approximate lateral location of an approaching vehicle. This location is determined by dividing (on the video) the road
area into virtual lanes by extending the toll-lane markings 150 m upstream as shown
in Figure 1. This extension is done on the video and not on the actual road.
Data is collected at three different sites. All the three sites are on interstate
expressways. Site 1 is on an urban expressway while the other two are on semiurban / rural expressways. Schematics of these sites are shown in Figure 1. In the
figure VCL represents the location where multiple video cameras were placed at a
reasonable height (12-15 m) above the road surface. The cameras were oriented so as
to capture the region between the approach lanes and the toll booths; care was taken
to ensure that the approach lanes and the queueing at the plaza were clearly visible
on the recordings. As can be seen from the figure, Toll-lanes 1 and 2 at Site 1 have
automatic toll collection booths and Toll-lane 4 of Site 2 and Toll-lane 3 of Site 3
were closed for toll collection during the period of data collection. All the toll plazas
are of the barrier kind with no exit or entry ramps within a couple of kilometers of
the plaza in either direction. Data was collected only for the manual toll payment
booths; i.e., vehicles which chose Toll-lanes 1 and 2 at Site 1 were removed from the
data set. The reasons for not using this data are (i) very few vehicles used these toll
lanes, (ii) Sites 2 and 3 did not have such toll booths, and (iii) the location of and the
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queues at these booths were such that ignoring this data did not create any impact
on the analysis.

============ Figure 1 here ============

Table 1 provides descriptive statistics of the data that was collected. Since the
data on choices made by automobile drivers are only analyzed here the descriptive
statistics pertain to only those cases where the approaching vehicle is an automobile.
The total number of observations on the choice behaviour of automobile drivers at
Sites 1, 2, and 3 are 450, 185, and 152, respectively. Further note that the total
number of alternatives (or toll-lanes) that drivers could choose from at Sites 1, 2, and
3 are 5, 3, and 3 respectively.

============ Table 1 here ============

Data Analysis
In this section the data obtained from the three sites is analyzed to determine
• whether there is any apparent preference towards certain toll-lanes, and
• whether and how factors such as qni , lni and hvni impact the choice of a toll-lane
by a driver.
A quick analysis of the data from Site 1 shows that each of the toll booths (or
toll-lanes) 3 to 7 are chosen more or less the same number of times. For example, the
toll-lane chosen the lowest number of times is chosen 19% of the time while the tolllane chosen the highest number of times is chosen 22% of the time. This indicates that
drivers do not exhibit a preference towards any of the toll-lanes at this site. Similar is
10

the case for the other two sites. This is as expected since in the absence of entry or exit
ramps in the vicinity of the toll plazas there is no reason why certain toll-lanes will
be preferred over others. This observation also corroborates the earlier assumption
that an approaching driver evaluates every toll-lane using the same yardstick.
In order to study the impact of various factors on toll-lane choice, the toll-lanes
are ranked by queue length (with Rank 1 being the set of toll-lanes which had the
least queue length when an automobile was approaching the toll plaza, Rank 2 being
the set which had the second to least queue length, and so on), ranked by number of
heavy vehicles in the queue in much the same way as before, and classified according
to the number of lane changes required by an approaching automobile to reach that
toll-lane. Figure 2 (a) plots the proportion of times toll-lanes belonging to different
ranks (when ranked with respect to queue length) are chosen by drivers at Site 1.
Figure 2 (b) provides a similar plot for Site 1 drivers when the ranks are with respect
to heavy vehicles in the queues. Figure 2 (c) plots the selection proportions of tolllanes belonging to different classes when classified as per the number of lane changes
required. All the figures show that the proportion reduces as the value on the abscissa
increases. Similar is the case for the other two sites. This implies that (i) a toll-lane
with lesser queue length is more preferred, (ii) a toll-lane which has the lesser number
of heavy vehicles in the queue is more preferred, and (iii) a toll-lane which requires
lesser number of lane changes is more preferred. These findings are also in consonance
with many earlier suggestions on factors that influence the choice behaviour. For
example, as also discussed in the literature review section, Gulewicz and Danko (1994)
suggest that queue length and number of lanes one has to cross are important factors
while Zarrillo and Radwan (2009) suggest that queue length in length units is also
important (it may be noted that the number of heavy vehicles in a queue significantly
impact the length of the queue).

============ Figure 2 here ============
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As a part of exploratory analysis and having identified the important influencing
variables, different types of functional forms for Vni are fitted to the Site 1 data with
450 data points. The following reasonably simple functional form provided a higher
ρ2Mp :
p
√
2
Vni = β1⋆ qni + β2⋆ hvni + β3⋆ lni

(9)

Hence, this form is suggested as a model and is used for further detailed statistical
analysis. It may be noted that this functional form implies that the effect of an
additional queued vehicle on Vni when the queue length is small is more than when
the queue length is large. Similar is the effect of an additional heavy vehicle in the
queue. The reducing elasticities seem to be an appropriate description of how a driver
might view these factors. On the other hand, it is felt that the impact on Vni of a
unit increase in the lane change value increases with the number of lane changes. The
increasing elasticity seems to be an appropriate description of how a driver might view
this factor.
Before proceeding it may be noted that the utility function assumes that drivers do
not evaluate different alternatives differently; i.e., the impact of a particular variable,
say queue length, on the utility is the same irrespective of whether the queue length
is for toll-lane i or toll-lane j. This implies that there is only one utility function for
all the alternatives.

Calibration and Evaluation
In this section detailed results from the calibration of the model with data from each of
the three sites are presented. The performance of the calibrated models are evaluated
through two processes devised as a part of this study. This section is divided into two
subsections; the first presents calibration results and the last presents results from the
evaluation process. In a later section the calibrated models from the three sites are
compared to see whether any statistical difference exists between them. As it turns
12

out, none exists, and hence that section also concentrates on developing a “generic
choice model” based on all three data sets.

Calibration results
This section presents the calibrated models for each of the three sites.

============ Table 2 here ============

Table 2 presents the calibrated values of the parameters as well as the LL(β̂)
and ρ2Mp values. The values provided parenthetically in Table 2 are the t-statistic
values for the corresponding parameters. Further, the LL(β̂) values in each of the
three panels are the values of the log likelihood function at its maximum (i.e., at the
estimated values of the parameters). Before discussing the results in Table 2, the
reader is encouraged to revisit section on experiment methodology for a description
of the sites and the data. The number of observations from each of the three sites
indicates a large sample. Hence, the critical t-value at 95% level of confidence can
be taken as 1.96 for all the cases. As can be seen, all the parameters are statistically
significant and the ρ2Mp value is 0.2 in each of the three cases. It may noted that the
estimated parameters are the scaled parameters and not the true parameters.

Evaluation of the calibrated models
The ρ2Mp value does not provide a direct indication as to how much of the observations
are “explained” by the model and should not be used in the way R2 is used in
regression. As Train (2002) writes, ρ2Mp “has no intuitively interpretable meaning”
and typically this value is to be used to compare the relative performance of competing
models on the same data set. Further, the predictions from the model are probabilities
of choosing different toll-lanes while the observations denote specific choices. In some
sense, therefore, the predictions and the observations are non-comparables. Yet,
13

using the predictions of the model, one must try and get a feel for how well the model
represents the underlying choice process. In this paper two evaluation processes are
proposed. These are described in the following as Evaluation Process I (EP-I) and
Evaluation Process II (EP-II).
Evaluation Process I (EP-I)
In this process, for each of the observed drivers the probability of choosing each
of the available toll-lanes is determined using the calibrated choice model; that is,
for the observed values of the parameters, Pni are determined for all n and i. Those
toll-lanes which have similar probabilities of choice (say between 0 and 0.1 or between
0.1 and 0.2 and so on) irrespective of the driver, n are put in the same set or bin; for
example, the set or bin “0.0-0.1” contains all i′ s such that 0.0 ≤ Pni ≤ 0.1 for any
n. For each set or bin, the number of times (from observations) toll-lanes of that set
is actually chosen by the drivers is noted. From this and total number of toll-lanes
in the set (i.e., the cardinality of the set), the proportion of time toll-lanes of that
particular set are actually selected is determined. For each of the sites and when the
approaching vehicle is an automobile, Figure 3 shows the selection proportions against
the indicative probability value for a set. As is expected, as the predicted probability
of choosing a toll-lane (indicated by the bin to which that toll-lane belongs) increases
so does the proportion of time these toll-lanes are actually selected. This in some way
indicates that the proposed model can discern which toll-lane is more attractive as
compared to others. This process, however, is not to be confused with the goodness-offit measurement referred to as “percent right” (Ben-Akiva and Lerman 1985) which,
if applied here, would only look at how many times a toll-lane which has the highest
probability is actually chosen.

============ Figure 3 here ============
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Evaluation Process II (EP-II)
This process, like EP-I, relies on creating different sets of toll-lanes based on
their choice probabilities, Pni . In EP-II, for every n, the toll-lane i which has the
highest Pni is put in a set called Rank 1. Similarly, for every n, the toll-lane, i
which has the second highest Pni is put in a set called Rank 2, and so on. Like
EP-I, the number of times toll-lanes belonging to a particular set, say Rank k, are
actually chosen is determined. These numbers for different sites when the approaching
vehicle is an automobile are shown in Table 3. As is expected, “the number of times
selected” is higher for higher ranks. Next, EP-II evaluates the discrete choice model
by determining whether the observed number of choices are a natural outcome of
a process which assumes the underlying Vni model to be true. This is achieved by
assigning a toll-lane i to vehicle n based on the calculated Pni s through a stochastic
simulation process. From repeated simulations one can determine the distribution
of the number of times toll-lanes belonging to a particular rank is chosen. Similar
distributions can be obtained for every rank. In the present case, these distributions
are determined from thousand independent simulations; from the distributions, 95%
confidence intervals for every Rank, k are determined for each of the three sites. These
intervals (when the approaching vehicle is an automobile) are shown in Table 3 just
below the observed number of times booths of a given rank were chosen. As can be
seen, the observed number of times booths of a given rank are chosen are contained in
the 95% confidence intervals obtained under the assumption that the proposed model
is true. This indicates that the underlying Vni model is a reasonable description of
the observed choice process.

============ Table 3 here ============
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Comparison of Calibrated Models
The previous section presented calibrated toll-lane choice models for automobiles
using data from three different sites. Not surprisingly, the calibrated values of the
parameters vary from site to site. However, the question is whether the differences
in parameter values are an artefact of the stochastic variations in the data or are
they indicative of a difference in driver behaviour. An associated question is whether
the differences, even if statistically significant, arise because of a difference in the
scale parameters (note that the estimated parameters presented in the section titled
“Calibration and Evaluation” are scaled parameters) or are these differences indicative
of a difference in driver behaviour.

============ Table 4 here ============

This section presents results from the comparison of the calibrated Vni models
developed in the previous section. The process used for comparison is outlined in the
section titled “Multinomial Logit Model.” The results from the comparison study are
presented in Table 4. The first column in the table indicates the calibrated models
being compared. Columns 3, 4, and 5 provide the parameter values obtained from
the MLE exercise using the restriction of the hypothesis listed in Column 2. The
sixth column gives θ̂s2 under H0A . In the three panels of Table 4, s2 refers to Site 2
in first panel and Site 3 in second and third panels. The LLh provides the maximum
log likelihood value using the restriction listed under Column 2. Column 8 gives the
likelihood ratio values calculated using Equations 7 or 8, depending on the situation.
The LL values required in the equations are provided in Tables 2 and 4. The last
column gives the critical χ2 value at 95% level of confidence for the degree of freedom
provided parenthetically.
As can be seen from Table 4, one fails to reject hypothesis H0A in each of the three
pairwise comparisons. Further, one fails to reject hypothesis H0B while comparing
16

calibrated models for Sites 1 and 2 and Sites 2 and 3. However, this hypothesis is
rejected for the pairwise comparison of calibrated models for Sites 1 and 3. These
results indicate that the parameter values may be assumed to be same in all the three
calibrated models; however, the scale parameter for Site 3 is different from that of
Site 1. Further, scale parameters for Sites 1 and 2 can be taken as unity. Based on
these observations one can combine the three data sets after appropriately scaling the
third data set (i.e., under the assumption that the scale parameters for Site 1 and
Site 2 are both unity and that of Site 3 is some value θs3 ).
Using the combined data set the parameters of the Vni model in Equation 9 is
again estimated. The estimated values are: β̂1 = −2.15, β̂2 = −1.27 and β̂3 = −0.2
(θ̂s3 is estimated to be 0.65).
In order to build confidence in these estimates the estimated value of θˆs3 is used
as a scaling factor for data set from Site 3 only. The parameters of Vni are estimated
using this scaled data set. If the assumptions that θs1 = θs2 = 1 and the relative scale
parameter of Site 3 is 0.65 are valid then the estimates of β obtained from only the
scaled Site 3 data should be statistically no different from the ones obtained using the
combined data set. The parameters estimated by using only the scaled Site 3 data are
β̂1 = −1.74, β̂2 = −1.57 and β̂3 = −0.21. Bootstrapping technique (for more details
see Efron and Tibshirani 1993) is used to obtain distributions for these β̂i values and
their 95% confidence intervals. The 95% confidence intervals obtained from bootstrapping for β̂1 , β̂2 and β̂3 are [−2.54, −1.21], [−2.24, −1.13] and [−0.32, −0.12],
respectively. As can be seen, each of these confidence intervals contain the corresponding β̂i value obtained using the combined data. This lends further credence to
the claim that the β̂ values from the combined data are representative of the choice
behaviour observed in each of the three sites. Thus, a generic function for the Vni for
automobiles can be written as:
p
√
2
Vnigen = −2.15 qni − 1.27 hvni − 0.2lni
.
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(10)

The generic model is evaluated using EP-I and EP-II described earlier. The plot
for the EP-I is shown in Figure 4. It shows expected behaviour. EP-II, as described in
the previous section, is applied using the model in Equations 10. The results (similar
to those in Table 3) are presented for the generic model in Table 5. Results on Site
1 are presented seperately from Sites 2 and 3 as the number of toll-lanes at Site 1
are different from the number at Sites 2 and 3. As can be seen from the table the
observed selection proportions are contained in the 95% confidence intervals obtained
under the hypothesis that the proposed generic model is true. This indicates that the
underlying generic model (Vnigen ) is a reasonable description of the observed toll-lane
choice behaviour of automobile drivers at all the three sites.

============ Table 5 here ============

This and the previous two sections present a comprehensive analyses of the data
culminating in the calibrated generic model for the toll-lane choice behaviour of automobile drivers. From this analyses the following points emerge:
• qni , hvni , and lni are variables which significantly impact the choice of toll-lanes
by drivers,
• the negative sign of the parameters in Table 2 and Equation 10 indicate, as is
expected, that each of the variables create disutility; i.e., increase in their values
make the toll-lane less attractive,
• on comparing the magnitudes of the parameters in Equation 10 and noting the
√
√
2
general range in which qni , hvni , and lni
lie it can be said that queue length
is by far the most important determinant and number of lane changes is not as
important.
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Extension: Modelling Drivers’ of Heavy Vehicles
A study similar to the one presented here was done for the case when the approaching
vehicle is a heavy vehicle. The detailed results from the study are not presented
here because the number of observations were fewer and more studies on parameter
transferability among models for drivers of different vehicle types need to be done.
Here, only the generic function, developed based on the data from all the three sites,
for the Vni for drivers of heavy vehicles (referred to as Vnigen,hv ) is presented. The
method used for developing the generic model for heavy vehicle drivers is the same
as the one used for developing a similar model for automobile drivers. The calibrated
Vnigen, hv is:
√
2
Vnigen, hv = −2.63 qni − 0.21lni
.

(11)

It should be noted that the number of heavy vehicles in the queue is no longer a
statistically significant variable. The reason for this could be that for a driver of a
heavy vehicle existence of other heavy vehicles in the queue is not as important as it
is for a driver of an automobile. Another point that needs to be mentioned is that the
calibrated generic model for heavy vehicles was tested using the same tests that were
used for the model for automobiles. The calibrated model presented in Equation 11
performed acceptably.

Conclusion
The main objective of this work is to develop a random utility based discrete choice
model for the toll booth (lane) choice behaviour of driver’s approaching a toll plaza.
Specifically, a Logit model is developed. After initial analysis of the data obtained
from three sites, a utility function is proposed for the case when the approaching
vehicle is an automobile. The parameters of the utility function are calibrated using
the data on the revealed preferences of drivers (in terms of chosen toll booth) at three
different sites (toll plazas). On statistically comparing the calibrated models it is
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found that all the data sets can be combined to determine a single set of parameters
for the proposed utility function. This is referred to as the generic model for the
toll-lane choice behaviour of drivers. The generic model for automobiles is given in
Equation 10.
It is believed that with the development of a generic model for automobile drivers’
toll-lane choice behaviour a step has been taken to fill the gap in the literature identified earlier in this paper. The use of this driver behaviour description, in any of
the existing models which study toll plazas, has the potential to improve the way in
which queueing analysis is done for the toll plazas. That, in efect, will improve the
design of toll plazas.
It is, however, felt that a lot more work needs to be done in order to more completely understand the behaviour of drivers while choosing toll-lanes. In this regard,
among other things, research effort needs to be directed in the following two areas.
First, athough some results based on limited data were presented for the behaviour
of drivers of heavy vehicles, more work on studying the behaviour of drivers of other
types of vehicles needs to be carried out. The same line of analysis as presented here
can be used for such studies. Of course, in addition to studying whether data from
various sites can be clubbed to develop a generic model for drivers of other types of
vehicles, studies on whether statistically significant difference exists between drivers
of different types of vehicles also need to be carried out. Second, attempt should be
made to include “taste” variations or unobserved heterogeneity among drivers choosing toll-lanes. Random coeficient multinomial Logit models (i.e, Mixed Logit models)
can be thought of as a possible way to include such inter-driver variation. One may
refer to Washington et al. (2011) and Hensher and Greene (2003) for more details on
Mixed Logit models.
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Table 1: Descriptive statitics of the data on automobile drivers’ choice behaviour
Variable

qni

hvni

lni

Descriptive
statistic
minimum
maximum
mean
std. dev.
minimum
maximum
mean
std. dev.
minimum
maximum
mean
std. dev.

Site 1
0
17
6.2
2.5
0
8
2.7
1.5
0
6
1.7
1.3

Location
Site 2
0
8
2.3
1.6
0
4
0.7
0.9
0
2
0.8
0.6

Site 3
0
14
3.8
3.8
0
7
1.1
1.6
0
3
1.2
1.1

Table 2: Results from the calibration of vni
Parameter &
Other statistics

Calibrated using data from
Site 1 Site 2
Site 3

β̂1
t-statistic

-2.37
(11.44)

-1.96
(6.29)

-1.12
(4.52)

β̂2
t-statistic

-1.23
(10.48)

-1.21
(5.42)

-1.01
(5.74)

β̂3
t-statistic

-0.21
(11.96)

-0.23
(2.34)

-0.14
4.09

LL(β̂)
ρ2Mp

-561.6
0.2

-155.6
0.2

-137.6
0.2
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Table 3: Observed number of times toll-lanes in sets Rank k are selected and 95%
confidence intervals for the selection frequency obtained using simulation with the
calibrated Vni as the choice process model
Obs. num. of times toll-lanes from set Rank k is selected
Site
[95% confidence interval from simulation]
k=1
k=2
k=3 k=4
k=5
1
218
114
64
40
14
[196,237] [93,129] [52,81] [29,51]
[9,24]
2
126
38
21
[99,123] [38,62] [16,32]
3
88
43
21
[77,99]
[30,51] [16,32]
Note: Sites 2 and 3 each have three toll-lanes
Table 4: Pairwise comparison of calibrated models from all the three sites
Comparison
between
Site 1
Site 2 (s2)

HypoCritical
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
thesis
β1
β2
β3
θ̂s2
LLh
λh χ2df,0.05
(h)
(df)
H0A -2.32 -1.26 -0.21 0.89 -717.8 1.0 9.5 (4)
H0B
-2.24 -1.23 -0.2
-718.1 0.7 3.8 (1)

Site 1
Site 3 (s2)

H0A
H0B

-2.24 -1.28 -0.21 0.62 -701.6 4.8
-1.94 -1.17 -0.19
-705.9 8.7

9.5 (4)
3.8 (1)

Site 2
Site 3 (s2)

H0A
H0B

-1.83
-1.52

9.5 (4)
3.8 (1)

-1.3
-1.1

-0.21
-0.17

0.7
-

-293.9 1.4
-295.6 3.3

Table 5: Observed number of times toll-lanes in sets Rank k are selected and 95%
confidence intervals for the selection frequency obtained using simulation with the
calibrated Vnigen as the choice process model
Obs. num. of times toll-lanes from set Rank k is selected
Site
[95% confidence interval from simulation]
k=1
k=2
k=3
k=4
1
218
112
62
45
[193,234] [92,130] [52,83]
[30,52]
2&3
206
91
40
[196,229] [70,101] [29,51]
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k=5
13
[10,25]
-
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Figure 1: Schematic of (a) Site 1, (b) Site 2, and (c) Site 3.
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Figure 2: Plot of proportion selected versus (a) rank based on queue length, (b) rank
based on heavy vehicle, and (c) class based on lane difference.
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Figure 3: Plot of proportion selected versus predicted probability obtained using
site-specific models for automobiles.
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Figure 4: Plot of proportion selected versus predicted probability obtained using the
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We thank Reviewer 1 for reading the manuscript again and providing comments.
We have gone through the comments carefully and made changes wherever necessary.
The following lists our detailed response to the comments of the reviewer.
Response to Reviewer 1’s comments
Comment - I: Heavy-vehicle analysis should be added back
Response:
In response to the concern raised by the reviewer (in the second round of review) on
removing the analysis with heavy vehicles we had said:

“We can, however, include only the calibrated equations for heavy vehicles in an appropriate
section if the reviewer believes that such an inclusion is necessary.”

Now, that the reviewer feels that we should add the analysis back, we have, in
keeping with our response cited above, introduced a small section ahead of the concluding section. In this section we have presented the generic model for heavy vehicles
and also indicated its limitations. In light of this inclusion we have also modified two
sentences in the conclusion.

Comment - II: Issue related to the opinion of the reviewer that “the lane that the
vehicle is moving before entering the toll plaza - in a sense - accounting for the effect
of the missing coefficients.”
Response:
We are uncertain about what the reviewer means. Hence, we have not been able to
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provide a discussion on this issue.

Comment - III: About references on “the random parameters issue.”
Response: We thank the reviewer for suggesting many reference material which can
be included. We have now included Washington et al. (2011) and Hensher and Greene
(2003) as references on this topic. These references have been decided based on the
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the Ben Akiva and Lerman (1985) reference while discussing the random parameters
model.
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